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Python: why does this expression raise a TypeError? >>> "strange string".title() Traceback (most recent call last): File "", line 1,
in TypeError: Can't convert 'bytes' object to str implicitly >>> "strange string".encode("utf-8").title() 'strange\xc3\xa0string'
>>> "strange string".encode("utf-8", "ignore") 'strange string' Why does the 2nd example work? Why does the first one fail? A:
Because "strange string".encode("utf-8").title() is a byte string. And a byte string cannot be converted to a str without a prior
conversion, eg >>> "".encode("utf-8").title() Traceback (most recent call last): File "", line 1, in TypeError: Can't convert 'bytes'
object to str implicitly >>> "".encode("utf-8", "ignore").title() >>> "".decode("utf-8").title() '???' >>>
"".decode("utf-8").encode("utf-8").title() >>> "'" You need: "".encode("utf-8").encode('string-escape').title() Which is:
"\x00\x00\x00\x01\x00\x00\x00\x05\x00\x00\x00\t\x00\x00\x00 \x00\x00\x00\x0b\x00\x00\x00\x10\x00\x00\x00\x13\x00\x00
\x00\r\x00\x00\x00\x16\x00\x00\x00\x1b\x00\x00\x00\x1e\x00\x00\x00\x00" Or: "\ 3e33713323
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